Primate phageomes are structured by superhost phylogeny and environment
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Humans harbor diverse communities of microorganisms, the majority of which are bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract. These gut bacterial communities in turn host diverse bacteriophage (hereafter phage) communities that have a major impact on their structure, function, and, ultimately, human health. However, the evolutionary and ecological origins of these human-associated phage communities are poorly understood. To address this question, we examined fecal phageomes of 23 wild nonhuman primate taxa, including multiple representatives of all the major primate radiations. We find relatives of the majority of human-associated phages in wild primates. Primate taxa have distinct phageome compositions that exhibit a clear phylonsymbiotic signal, and phage–superhost codivergence is often detected for individual phages. Within species, neighboring social groups harbor compositionally and evolutionarily distinct phageomes, which are structured by superhost social behavior. Captive nonhuman primate phage composition is intermediate between that of their wild counterparts and humans. Phylogeny reveals replacement of wild great ape–associated phages with human-associated ones in captivity and, surprisingly, show no signal for the persistence of wild-associated phages in captivity. Together, our results suggest that potentially labile primate–phage associations have persisted across millions of years of evolution. Across primates, these phylonsymbiotic and sometimes codiverging phage communities are shaped by transmissibility between groupmates through grooming and are dramatically modified when primates are moved into captivity.

Mammals harbor diverse communities of microorganisms, the majority of which are bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract. Gut bacterial communities in turn host diverse phage communities that influence their structure, function, colonization patterns, and ultimately superhost health [the superhost is the host for bacteria that in turn host the phages (1)]. For example, enriched phage communities in human intestinal mucus can act as an acquired immune system by limiting mucosal bacterial populations (2), while dysbiotic gut phageomes are associated with health conditions such as type II diabetes (3), colitis (4), and stunting (5). Transplantation of healthy viral filtrates restored health in Clostridioides difficile patients (6), while in vitro studies suggest phages from stunted children shape bacterial populations differently from those of healthy children (5), supporting a direct link between phageome composition and disease. However, despite their importance in gut microbial ecosystems, the ecological and evolutionary processes that gave rise to these communities remain poorly resolved. Recent work on the widespread crAssphage suggests it might demonstrate long-term associations with its superhosts (7), similar to patterns described for many bacteria (8, 9).

Primates host distinct bacterial communities, such that more phylogenetically related host taxa have more similar gut microbial composition (8, 10). The structure of these communities thus recapitulates the host phylogeny [i.e., phylonsymbiosis (8, 10)], potentially reflecting widespread cospeciation of bacteria and hosts or phylogenetic conservation of the environments that shape bacterial communities (8, 9). Such long-term host–bacterial associations would imply restricted transmission of bacterial lineages within—rather than between—host lineages (8). This pattern of transmission may be facilitated by the tendency for primates to live in organized societies (11), creating opportunities for bacterial transmission to conspecifics (12, 13). When removed from their natural social and ecological environments and placed in captivity, their superhosts, with phageome composition is intermediate to humans and their wild primate counterparts, with phage phylogenies revealing replacement of wild-associated phages by human-associated lineages. This plasticity makes the long-term associations of phages with their superhosts observed across ecosystems and continents all the more striking.

Significance

Mammals harbor diverse communities of gut microbes. The assembly and evolution of the bacterial components of these communities are influenced by host evolutionary histories and social behavior. Little is known about the ecological and evolutionary origins of the phages infecting these bacteria. We explore drivers of phage community assembly and phage lineage evolution in primates. Many phages codiverged with their superhosts. Furthermore, neighboring social groups harbor compositionally and evolutionarily distinct phageomes, structured by superhost social behavior. Captive primate phage composition is intermediate to humans and their wild primate counterparts, with phage phylogenies revealing replacement of wild-associated phages by human-associated lineages. This plasticity makes the long-term associations of phages with their superhosts observed across ecosystems and continents all the more striking.
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primates quickly develop humanized bacterial microbiomes (14, 15). This apparent plasticity makes the long-term associations of primates with particular bacterial lineages all the more striking (8, 9).

Here, we investigate whether these key findings about primate-associated gut bacterial communities can be generalized to phages. We explore drivers of phage community composition and individual phage lineage evolution in primate superhosts across multiple scales and environments, with a particular emphasis on the potential role of social transmission. We then examine the phageomes of captive primates to understand the flexibility of phage communities in response to the environment and the potential of phage transmission between superhosts. Lastly, we explore whether temperate versus virulent phage lifestyles influence the observed patterns in phage community composition and/or individual phage lineage evolution.

Results
Detection of Nonhuman Primate Phages. We used a database of healthy human-associated phages (HHAPs; \( n = 4,301 \) double stranded DNA phages; 16) to identify related phages in fecal shotgun metagenomes from 23 wild nonhuman primate taxa (\( N_{\text{individuals}} = 243 \); Figs. 1 and 24). This database of HHAPs was assembled via ultradeep sequencing of purified virus-like particles isolated from the stool of healthy humans, and many of these phages have been found in metagenomic datasets of healthy individuals in different populations, supporting their broad association with humans (16). The nonhuman primate superhost taxa spanned all major radiations of primates, including wild catarrhines (Hominidae, hereafter great apes: \( N_{\text{species}} = 4; N_{\text{subspecies}} = 6 \); Cercopithecidae, hereafter cercopithecids: \( N_{\text{species}} = 7 \), platyrrhines (Atelidae, hereafter atelids; \( N_{\text{species}} = 7 \), and lemurs (Lemuridae: \( N_{\text{species}} = 2 \); Indriidae: \( N_{\text{species}} = 1 \). In addition, we analyzed fecal shotgun metagenomes from humans living in Africa (\( N_{\text{Democratic Republic of Congo}} = 12, N_{\text{Côte d'Ivoire}} = 12 \) and Europe (\( N_{\text{Germany}} = 24 \); Fig. 1, Dataset S1, and SI Appendix, Supplementary Information). We performed de novo assembly of metagenomic contigs and blasted contigs \( \geq 500 \) bp against the HHAP database (min. E-value = 1e-3; https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 1; ref. 17), allowing us to find both close matches to known human-associated phages and those that are related to human-associated phages but substantially divergent (min. identity = 68.6%; Dataset S2). We populated a phage community matrix by considering a phage present when we detected a \( \geq 500 \) bp contig covering \( \geq 10\% \) of an HHAP’s genome (minimum E-value = 1e-3). Of the 4,301 HHAPs, 2,639 (61.4\%) have relatives in at least one wild nonhuman primate superhost taxon and 1,243 (28.9\%) in five or more, while 32 (0.74\%) had relatives in all the superhost taxa we considered (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

Phage Community Composition across Primates. Fecal phage community composition differs by superhost taxon (analysis of variance using distance matrices: \( R^2 = 0.418, F_{23,271} = 8.478, P = 0.001 \); Fig. 2B), indicative of superhost specificity. Phage community composition also differs by superhost family (analysis of variance using distance matrices: \( R^2 = 0.159, F_{4,290} = 13.651, P = 0.001 \); Fig. 2C), though great apes and cercopithecids partially overlap in this ordination. To further test for potential phyllosymbiosis,
Fig. 2. Wild nonhuman primate and human phageomes. (A) A phylogeny of the wild primate taxa examined in this study. Scale in millions of years. (B) An ordination of phage community composition for these species (nonmetric multidimensional scaling: NMDS, Sørensen’s dissimilarity, stress = 0.182), with each point representing the phage community detected in an individual; colors correspond to the primate superhost species in A. (C) The same NMDS plot of phage community composition, now colored by the superhost’s family, as indicated in A. (D) A phage phylogeny demonstrating evidence for host-specificity (i.e., within-superhost species distances were significantly lower than between-superhost species distances; categorical Mantel: P = 0.001). This phage phylogeny also shows evidence consistent with codivergence between phages and their superhosts. To investigate this possibility, we generated maximum likelihood estimates of the phylogenies of 208 phages detected in at least two sequences in each of three superhost species; Fig. 2D we downsampled to a single sample per superhost taxon (Nreplicates = 1,000), performed hierarchical clustering of phage community structure with the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA), and tested for congruence of the UPGMA dendrogram and the superhost phylogeny with a ParaFit test (18). ParaFit tests whether the similarity between two trees is higher than expected by chance (18). We find broad support for phyllosymbiosis across primates (95.1% of downsampling replicates were significant; P ≤ 0.05; Datasets S3 and S4), revealing that phage communities were less similar with greater divergence times between their superhosts (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A).

To formally assess whether this signal of phyllosymbiosis is driven by deep branches separating primates living in Madagascar (lemurs), the Americas (atelids), and mainland Africa (great apes and cercopithecids), we repeated the ParaFit analysis described above, focusing separately on atelids (n = 7 taxa), cercopithecids (n = 7 taxa), and great apes (n = 7 taxa; the small number of lemur taxa sampled precluded an analysis within this group). Despite small sample sizes, phyllosymbiotic signal is detected in 31.0% of great ape, 35.1% of cercopithecid, and 66.9% of atelid replicates (Dataset S4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2B). The reduced signal identified in apes and cercopithecids might reflect the fact that many of these species have overlapping geographic distributions in mainland Africa (39.7% of species pairs, compared with 23.8% of atelid taxa; SI Appendix, Fig. S3).

To test whether observed patterns of phyllosymbiosis are driven by isolation by distance, we focused on catarhines in mainland Africa, which represented the largest dataset on one continent. We then tested whether phageome community composition was predicted by geographic distance, after controlling for the phylogenetic relatedness of superhosts. This dataset contained both wild species that are sympatric and those separated by more than 5,200 km (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). We found little support for a pattern of isolation by distance, with only 14 of 1,000 (1.4%) downsampling replicates showing a significant relationship between phageome community dissimilarity and geographic distance after controlling for phylogeny (Dataset S5). In contrast, when we tested whether phageome community composition was predicted by phylogenetic relatedness of superhosts, after controlling for their geographic distance, 453 of 1,000 (45.3%) of downsampling replicates showed a significant relationship (Dataset S5). Patterns of phage–primate phyllosymbiosis are thus widespread within and between continents and across a range of phylogenetic scales, but at least in regards to the scales investigated here, these patterns do not appear to be driven by isolation or by distance.

Phage Evolution across Primates. Observed patterns of phyllosymbiosis could reflect a process of codivergence between phages and their superhosts. To investigate this possibility, we generated maximum likelihood estimates of the phylogenies of 208 phages detected in at least 10 primate taxa and from which relatively long sequence alignments could be generated (Xlength = 1,411 bp; min = 355; max = 16,851). For each phage phylogeny, we first tested whether phages from the same superhost taxon were more closely related to each other than to phages from other superhost taxa (i.e., superhost specificity), by testing whether within-superhost taxon distances were lower than between-superhost taxon distances with categorical Mantel tests. Superhost specificity is detected in the majority (87.8%) of phage phylogenies tested (n = 189 phylogenies including at least two sequences in each of three superhost species; Fig. 2D
and Dataset S6; https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 2). As a further test of superhost–phage codivergence, we then ran ParaFit tests for each phage phylogeny (18), accounting for the observed superhost specificity by downsampling to one representative per superhost taxon (Nreplicates = 1,000). These ParaFit analyses test the null hypothesis that phages associate randomly with superhosts (against the alternative hypothesis of codivergence between phages and superhosts; 18)

We detect patterns consistent with codivergence in 44 phages (22.1%; ≥95% of replicates significant, P ≤ 0.05; n = 199 phage lineages with ≥5 superhost taxa represented; Datasets S7 and S8). Phage phylogenies with smaller numbers of superhost taxa represented (n = 96 of phylogenies with <10 superhost taxa) were less likely to exhibit evidence of codivergence (11.5%) compared to those with more superhost taxa represented (32.0%; n = 103 phylogenies with ≥10 taxa). Because power increases with sample size, our estimate of codivergence frequency is therefore likely to be conservative (goodness of fit test, G = 10.0, P = 0.0015).

To control for the effects of deep tree structure, we conducted parallel analyses focusing on cercopithecid and great ape phages. For these smaller phylogenies, 10 phages (5.2%) display a pattern consistent with codivergence (n = 192 distinct phage phylogenies with ≥5 taxa; Datasets S9 and S10). Results show that codivergence of host-specific phages with their superhosts occurs within social groups, but the predominant signal for codivergence observed across primates is driven by deep, interfamily/intercontinental structure.

Within-Species Phage Community Composition and Evolution. To investigate how long-term host specificity and patterns of codivergence might arise, we examined phage communities in 48 baboon (Papio cynocephalus) fecal shotgun metagenomes from two social groups in the same population (“Mica’s group” and “Viola’s group”:) (Fig. 3A; 12). In a pattern that strongly parallels gut bacterial microbiome structure, phage communities from baboons in the same social group are more similar to each other than to members of different groups (analysis of variance using distance matrices; R² = 0.0355; F1,46 = 1.692, P = 0.049; Fig. 3B). Further, for both groups, stronger within-group grooming relationships predict more similar phage communities, even after controlling for kinship (using pedigree-based pairwise relatedness estimates from: 12, Mica’s group partial Mantel test: r = 0.428, P = 0.002; Viola’s group partial Mantel test: r = -0.112, P = 0.015; Fig. 3C). The social network of Mica’s group exhibits more substructure than that of Viola’s group (Xweighted clustering coefficient Mica’s group = 0.647; Xweighted clustering coefficient Viola’s group = 0.527; t test: F30,63 = 2.27, P = 0.030), which may explain the stronger relationship between social behavior and phage community composition in this group.

We next examined whether social group membership predicts the genetic structure of common baboon gut phages (n = 70 phages present in at least two baboons in each group). To do so, we compared the pairwise distance between sequences from group members and nongroup members using categorical Mantel tests. For 7 phages (10.0%), pairwise distances are significantly lower for sequences sampled from the same social group than between social groups (Fig. 3D; https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 3). To place these results in context, we also examined whether more related individuals harbor more closely related phages by substituting the group membership matrix for relatedness estimates. We observed positive correlations between pairwise relatedness and phage sequence distance for 4 baboon phages (Dataset S11), suggesting that some phage lineages are maintained within groups of related individuals (e.g., via vertical or horizontal transmission within matrilines).

These findings suggest that phylogeographic patterns observed for human-associated crAssphages between cities and across continents (7) hold for at least a subset of baboon-associated phages in groups that range within a few kilometers of each other. Microorganism transmission through social interactions within groups thus not only shapes baboon bacteria community composition (12) but phage community composition and evolution as well.

Cross-Species Phage Transmission. If primate social interactions reinforce superhost-specific phage community composition, phageomes might be affected by environments that substantially depart from natural conditions. To quantify this response, we analyzed the phage communities in fecal samples (Nindividuals = 55) of captive great apes from four taxa, as well as four zookeepers. Phage community composition was predicted by the location of the superhost (i.e., captive or wild for nonhuman primates; humans living in Africa or Europe, or those working as zookeepers; analysis of variance using distance matrices: R² = 0.263, F4,309 = 17.852, P = 0.001; Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Zookeeper phage community composition falls within the diversity observed for humans (Fig. 4A), while phage community composition of captive great apes is intermediate between zookeepers and wild great apes. Interestingly, captive great ape phage community composition is more similar to zookeepers than that of their wild great ape counterparts (Fig. 4A and B). For species sampled in the wild and captivity, captive great ape phageomes are also more similar to those of humans than their wild counterparts are to humans (Nrandomizations = 1,000, PPan troglodytes versus = 0.001, PPan paniscus = 0.001, SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Captive great ape phageome composition is therefore clearly distinct from that of their wild great ape counterparts and appears to be humanized (Fig. 4A).

To understand the processes driving the humanization of the captive great ape phageome, we examined the sequences of their phages. Overall, phage sequence identity to HHAP reference sequences was higher in humans and captive great ape superhost taxa than in wild great ape superhosts (Fig. 4C). We examined phage phylogenies containing at least one captive primate, one wild primate, and one human sequence to formally evaluate potential phage transmission in captivity. We downsampled to one phage from each superhost taxon/location combination and examined pairwise distances between the phages from captive and wild primates, as well as pairwise distances between captive primates and humans using categorical Mantel tests. In 31 of the 176 (17.6%) phages examined, pairwise distances are greater between sequences from captive and wild great apes than between captive great apes and humans and are also greater between wild great apes and humans than between captive great apes and humans (Fig. 4B and Dataset S12; https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 4). The inverse scenario, which would suggest a wild great ape–associated phage was retained in a captive great ape (i.e., pairwise distances are greater between sequences from captive apes and humans than between captive great apes and wild great apes and are also greater between sequences from wild great apes and humans than between captive great apes and wild great apes) did not occur in our dataset (0 of 176 phages; 0%; Datasets S12 and S13). These findings not only suggest phage transmission occurs in captivity, but also indicate little or no retention of wild great ape–associated phages in their captive counterparts. Remaining differences in phageome composition between humans and captive great apes are likely a product of superhost filtering of human-derived bacterial communities and their phages.

Phage Lifestyle. Phages can lead either temperate or virulent lifestyles, which could affect their long-term association with superhosts. Virulent phages infect and obligatorily kill bacterial cells to release their phage progeny (a lytic cycle). While temperate phages can also kill their bacterial hosts to release progeny, they also have the ability to integrate into their bacterial host's genome and...
Fig. 3. Within-species phage ecology and evolution. (A) The social networks of two neighboring social groups of baboons (orange = Mica, purple = Viola). Circles represent individuals (individual ID shown within circle) and thickness and color of lines indicate the strength of the grooming relationships between individuals. (B) An ordination of phage community composition (NMDS, Sørensen’s dissimilarity, stress = 0.153), with each point representing the phage community from a fecal sample (colors correspond to groups as shown in A). (C) Box plots showing the relationship between pairwise grooming bond strength and pairwise Sørensen’s dissimilarity in phage community composition in the social groups. Raw data are plotted to aid in interpretation. (D) Baboon phage phylogenies; the left is an example where pairwise distance between phages from group members is lower than between nongroup members (categorical Mantel; P = 0.001). On the right, an example where there is no difference between the pairwise distances of phages from groupmates and nongroupmates (categorical Mantel: P = 0.276, Goodman’s group: Z = 33.15, P = 0.003; Viola’s group, Z = 62.86, P = 0.001).

Discussion
Our results reveal striking parallels between the ecological and evolutionary patterns of primate-associated phageomes and those previously reported for primate-associated bacterial communities (8–10, 12–15, 21). These findings likely reflect the tight ecological links between phages and their bacterial hosts. Indeed, phage community composition and bacterial community composition are strongly positively correlated across species and locations (Figs. 3E and 4C). However, in one baboon group, closer grooming relationships predict increased phage community similarity even after controlling for similarity in bacterial community composition (partial Mantel test; r = −0.276, P = 0.007; Viola’s group; r = −0.056,
Our finding that captive primates have humanized phageomes mirrors findings for the bacterial communities of captive primates (14, 15). To date, no phylogenetic analyses of bacterial lineages demonstrate bacterial transmission in captivity. By constructing phage phylogenies, we were able to show widespread replacement of wild-associated lineages in captivity, with no evidence that phages found in wild apes are retained in captive animals. This result suggests that the humanization of great ape bacterial communities in captivity may also involve the replacement of lineages normally found in wild populations. It also indicates that primate phageomes are extremely labile, with captive great ape phageomes most similar to a modified human phageome. The fact that captive phageomes are not an exact replicate of the human phageome could be due to superhost factors (e.g., genetic factors) or differences in the environment of humans and captive primes (e.g., dietary differences). However, the convergence of great ape phageomes from different species in captivity suggests environmental differences are particularly important in modifying the phageomes of captive great apes. Determining the functional consequences of humanized phageomes for primate superhosts, as well as the scale and scope of phage transmission in environments that have shifted less dramatically (e.g., at human-wildlife interfaces, such as habituated populations visited by tourists), or between sympatric species in less-modified environments, represents exciting areas of future research.

Our analysis focused on relatives of the healthy human phageome in wild and captive primates. As catalogs of human phage diversity improve, they promise to reveal additional phage relatives in nonhuman primates that will expand the scope of the types of analyses reported here (23). At the same time, more complete descriptions of wild and captive primate phageomes through de novo prediction of phages in metagenomes should allow researchers to discover phages without relatives in human populations (24–26). Whether phage enrichment prior to sequencing simplifies such efforts when working with fecal samples represents a critical technical question that will help guide these efforts (23, 27). Notably, humans have species-poor bacterial communities compared to nonhuman primates (28) and a systematic exploration of primate phage diversity will allow an assessment of what phages humans may have lost during their recent evolutionary history.

Overall, our results suggest that primate phageomes (regardless of phage lifestyle) have been shaped by complex interactions with their bacterial hosts and primate superhosts, which resulted in evolutionary stable, but potentially labile, phage–host–superhost associations. These phylosymbiotic and sometimes codiverging communities are partly shaped by transmission between groupmates through grooming. Phage communities are substantially modified when superhosts are moved into captivity through replacement of wild-associated lineages by human-associated phages. Intriguingly, phage community structure is not shaped by bacterial community structure alone, but also by differential transmissibility of some phages between hosts or direct selection of specific phages by their superhosts (2, 22).

Thus, phage community structure may not be shaped by bacterial community structure alone, but also by differential transmissibility of some phages between hosts or direct selection of specific phages by their superhosts (2, 22).

Fig. 4. Captive primate phageomes. (A) An ordination of great ape phage community composition (NMDS, Sørensen’s dissimilarity, stress = 0.195) colored by their origin. (B) Box plots showing the dissimilarity of great ape phageome community composition to that of zookeepers. The phageomes of wild and captive samples from a species are compared separately, following the coloring scheme in A. (C) The percent identity of phages from wild great apes, captive great ape, and humans, compared to the HHAP, following the coloring scheme in A. (D) An example phage phylogeny suggestive of human to captive great ape phage transmission (captive great apes are nested within the branch containing all humans instead of the branch containing all wild great apes): colors are indicative of the categories indicated in A, the * indicates the reference HHAP, and branches supported by SH-like aLRT values <0.95 are dashed. (E) The relationship between bacterial community composition and phage community composition for the location categories indicated in A. The dashed lines show the lines of equality. The solid-colored lines represent the fit of linear models to aid in interpretation of the relationship; significance was assessed with Mantel tests—not these linear models (African humans, Z = 132.06, P = 0.001; captive great apes, Z = 488.74, P = 0.001; European humans, Z = 105.66, P = 0.001; wild great apes, Z = 2774.68, P = 0.001). For zookeepers, we did not detect a significant relationship (Z = 2.29, P = 0.135), though the relationship was in the expected direction and sample size was small (n = 4).
by bacterial community structure alone and understanding the factors responsible for this uncoupling represents an important avenue of research (29). Together, these findings provide an essential backdrop for further investigations into the recent evolutionary trajectory of human phageomes.

Materials and Methods

Fecal Sampling. Fecal samples were collected from habituated, individually identifiable, wild great apes immediately after defection ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 100$; $N_{\text{faeces}} = 6$; $N_{\text{bactera}} = 5$; $N_{\text{contam}} = 4$; Fig. 1 and Dataset S1). Depending on infrastructure available at these field sites, fecal samples were either 1) stored in an equal volume of RNA later and subsequently frozen at $-20 \, ^\circ \text{C}$ or 2) put into a cryotube, kept cool in a thermos in the field, and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen upon returning to the field laboratory and subsequently maintained at $-80 \, ^\circ \text{C}$. Appropriate government permits and permission to conduct research on these wild primates were granted by the relevant authorities (see Acknowledgments for site-specific details).

Fecal samples were collected from individually identifiable captive great apes in German zoos ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 55$; $N_{\text{faeces}} = 4$; $N_{\text{roos}} = 4$). Stool samples from zoo animals were collected in four different zoos within Germany (Gettorf in Schleswig-Holstein, Hagenbeck in Hamburg, Leipzig in Saxonia, and Schwäbisch Gmünd in Baden-Württemberg) by the responsible animal keepers and snap frozen at $-80 \, ^\circ \text{C}$. Detailed information on the captive animals’ origins can be found at https://www.zootierliste.de/.

To create a comparable dataset from humans, focusing specifically on countries where nonhuman primates were sampled for this project, human fecal samples were collected in the Democratic Republic of Congo ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 12$), the Côte d’Ivoire ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 12$), and Germany ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 24$; Fig. 1). In the Democratic Republic of Congo, fecal samples were stored in an equal volume of RNA later and subsequently frozen at $-20 \, ^\circ \text{C}$. In the Côte d’Ivoire, feces were put into a cryotube, kept cool in a thermos until they could be snap frozen in liquid nitrogen upon returning to the field laboratory, and subsequently maintained at $-80 \, ^\circ \text{C}$. In addition, fecal samples were collected from zookeepers working with the captive primates at one German zoo and snap frozen at $-80 \, ^\circ \text{C}$ ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 4$). Human stool samples from Northern Germany were collected by the participants themselves at their respective homes in standard fecal collection tubes and mailed to the study center, where they were then flash frozen at $-80 \, ^\circ \text{C}$. The study on human samples was performed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all human study participants. Ethical approval was obtained from the Local Ethics Committee Germany, Kiel (reference number A156/03).

Published Data. In addition to the samples analyzed here, we included data generated in prior analyses using comparable methods. Specifically, we included data generated from wild nonhuman primate fecal samples ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 97$) and baboons across the globe ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 13$; $N_{\text{faeces}} = 2$) that were preserved in RNA later or 95% ethanol [Fig. 1 and Dataset S1 (30)]. We also included shotgun metagenomes generated from wild baboon feces preserved in 95% ethanol ($N_{\text{individuals}} = 48$), collected by the Amboseli Baboon Research Project (Fig. 1). The baboon samples represent a nearly complete sampling of the adult members (92%) of two neighboring social groups over a single month (referred to as “Mica’s group” and “Violeta’s group”; 12). In addition to these shotgun metagenomes, Tung et al. (12) collected representative grooming data from the year before fecal samples were collected, from both social groups (including the month they were collected). These data were used to calculate the number of observed grooming interactions between adult dyads in each of the two social groups. This allowed Tung et al. to generate a matrix of grooming relationship strength, by scoring the strongest dyadic grooming relationship in each group as 1 and weighting all other dyadic relationships relative to this strongest bond (12). Social networks were constructed using the igraph R package (31). To estimate the substructure of these networks, we estimated the vertex level weighted clustering coefficients of the two groups using a t test. Tung et al. also estimated superhost phageome geneic relatedness values from the extensive pedigree data available for the Amboseli population (12) and bacterial community composition using the program MetaPhlAn 2.0 (12).

Host Phylogeny. As an estimate of the superhost’s evolutionary relationships, we used the consensus phylogeny from the 10kTrees project (Fig. 2A; V3; 33). The 10kTrees phylogeny includes over 300 species and subspecies and is based on 17 genes; from this phylogeny, we selected those superhost taxa for which shotgun metagenomes were available. Ateles hybridus was miss-

DNA Extraction. For DNA extraction out of stool samples, 200 mg were transferred to 0.70 mm Garnet Bead tubes (Qiagen) filled with 1.1 mL ASL buffer. Subsequently, bead beating was performed using the SpeedMill PLUS (Analytik Jena AG) for 45 s at 50 Hz. Samples were then heated to 95 °C for 5 min and centrifuged afterward. 200 μl of the resulting supernatant were transferred and processed with the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit (Qiagen) automated on a QIAcube system (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Shotgun Library Preparation and Sequencing. Quality as well as quantity of stool DNA samples were determined by Qubit measurements and by using the Genomic DNA ScreenTape (Agilent). Subsequently, metagenomic library preparation was performed using the Illumina Nextera DNA Library Preparation Kit (as described in detail in ref. 35). Sequencing was performed either with 2 × 125 bp reads on a HiSeq, 2500 platform or with 2 × 150 bp reads on a HiSeq. 4000 machine.

16S Amplicon Preparation and Sequencing. From all great ape and human fecal samples analyzed as part of the present study, we used 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing to characterize the bacterial communities. Extracted fecal DNA was subjected to PCR amplification of the V1-V2 fragment (primer pair 27F-338R) using barcoded fusion primers for Illumina sequencing. PCR products were pooled into sequencing libraries in equimolar amounts using the SequaPrep Normalization kit and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq using v3 chemistry for 2 × 300 bp reads. This 16S amplicon sequencing was successful for all but two samples from German humans (Dataset S1).

Contig Assembly from Shotgun Metagenomes. Shotgun metagenomic data were quality controlled and preprocessed using the BBTools software suite (36). Briefly, Nextera and TruSeq sequencing adapters and low quality sequences were trimmed, followed by removal of sequencing artifacts and Phx reads using bbduk.sh. Host reads were removed using a human reference database and a lenient threshold of 95% identity to account for a broader host range using bmbmap.sh. Overlapping forward and reverse reads were merged with the bbmerge.sh module (37). Metagenome assembly was performed by metaSPAdes (38), using k-mers of size 21, 33, and 55 (https://github.com/muhrlemann/metagome_preproc/blob/master/qp_and_assemble.script). We then selected contigs ≥500 bp for subsequent analyses (https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 1).

Populating a Phage Community Matrix. For each contig ≥500 bp, we used BLAST to compare it against the HHAP (17), using a minimum E-value of 1e-3. For each contig, we then removed hits that were less than 500 bp in length and that spanned less than 10% of a HHAP, and then kept only the maximum bitscore for a particular contig (i.e., each contig was only counted once; Dataset S2). From these results, we populated a presence-absence community matrix of all HHAP phages using the data table R package (39).

Analysis of Phage Community Composition. To assess the dissimilarity of phage communities, we calculated the Sørensen’s dissimilarity metric with the vegdist function in the vegan R package (40). For a pair of samples, this is calculated as follows:

$$D_{\text{Sørensen}} = \frac{2a}{2a + b + c}$$

where $a$ is the number of phages that are found in both samples 1 and 2; $b$ the number of phages found in sample 1 but not in sample 2; and $c$ the number in sample 2 but not sample 1. This metric can range from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating a pair of samples with identical phage communities, and 1 indicating two samples that contain no shared phages. We elected to use Sørensen’s dissimilarity metric, as it emphasizes community membership (presence-absence), deals well with outliers, and does not consider “shared absence” as indicative of similar communities.

Ordination of phage community composition was performed using the vegan R package (40) and visualized using the ggplot2 (41) package; only a single sample per individual was included in these analyses (Dataset S1). Analysis of variance using distance matrices was performed on the Sørensen’s
dissimilarity matrix using the adonis function in the vegan R package (40). Visualizations of ordinations were created with the R packages ggplot2 (41) and ggmap (42). For the reduced datasets of temperate or virulent phages, samples in which 1 or 0 temperate or virulent phages identified were not included in the community composition analyses.

To test for phyllosymbiosis, we downsampled to a single sample per superhost taxon ($N_{\text{phages}} = 1,000$) and performed hierarchical clustering of the Sørensen’s dissimilarity matrix using the hclust function with the UPGMA agglomeration method in R. We tested for congruence of the UPGMA dendrogram and the superhost phylogeny with a ParaFit test (18). Simulations by Gotschlich et al. demonstrated that a minimum of five associations are necessary for topological comparisons with ParaFit, so we focused on datasets that included at least five superhost taxa (43). Statistical analyses were performed in R (version 3.6.1: 44).

To test for isolation by distance in the catarrhine samples, we downsampled to a single sample per superhost taxon ($N_{\text{phages}} = 1,000$) and tested for a relationship between the Sørensen’s dissimilarity matrix and geographic distance. We used a partial Mantel test, controlling for phylogenetic relatedness of the superhosts with the distance matrix of the superhost phylogeny.

To test whether the difference between the similarity of human and captive superhosts and those of human and wild superhosts was larger than expected by chance, we used randomization tests. Specifically, we randomized the status (captive or wild) of samples within each species and calculated the differences between the mean for these categories (human and captive superhosts versus human and wild superhosts). To estimate the p-value, we calculated the proportion of randomizations for which the observed difference for these categories was greater than the observed value.

**Constructing Phage Phylogenies.** We generated phage phylogenies by mapping contigs ($\geq 500$ bp) from wild nonhuman primates and humans to the HHAP using BWA mem (min. seed length = 40). We sorted mapping files with the SortSam tool in the Picard suite (43) and used SAMtools to retain contigs mapping to $\geq 500$ bp with a MAPQ score $>30$ (https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 5; ref. 46). For those phages that were present in at least 10 taxa, we manually selected regions of these mapped contigs present in many superhost taxa in Geneious (V11; https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 6). For 14 phages we selected multiple potentially informative regions and separately added the final contig to the phylogeny annotated with “trim” (https: //zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 7). In the main text, we report statistical results from the first phylogeny for each of those phages that survived the thresholds necessary for it to be included in a particular analysis. From these alignments, we removed sites with gaps or Ns in Geneious, and generated maximum likelihood phylogenies using PhyML with Smart Model Selection (v1.8.1), a full optimization approach, tree search using subtree pruning and regrafting, and the Bayesian information criterion for model selection (https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 7 ref. 47). We estimated branch robustness using a Shimodaira–Hasegawa-like approximate likelihood ratio test (48).

We repeated the process of constructing phage phylogenies for captive primates, by mapping contigs $\geq 500$ bp and selecting the same region as was selected for the wild nonhuman primates and human dataset from a mapped file including all data (https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 8). We then generated maximum likelihood phylogenies with PhyML as described above (https://zenodo.org/record/4641870; Zenodo Dataset 9).

**Statistical Analysis of Phage Phylogenies.** As a test for superhost taxa specificity, we first tested whether phages from the same superhost taxon were more closely related to each other than to phages from other superhost taxa. To do so, we asked whether within-superhost taxa distances were lower than between-superhost taxa distances using categorical Mantel tests. We ran these tests separately for each of the phage phylogenies generated from the wild primate and human dataset, keeping only a single representative from each individual.

Based on evidence for widespread host specificity, we performed tests for codivergence by first downsampling to one representative per superhost taxon ($N_{\text{phages}} = 1,000$) for each phage phylogeny. As a test of superhost–phage coevolution, we then ran a ParaFit test (18) on each of these downsampled replicates, recording the proportion of significant tests ($P < 0.05$). The ParaFit test was implemented in the ape R package (49) with 1,000 permutations and the cailliez correction (18). We first ran this analysis on all wild primates and humans. We then repeated this analysis dropping all representatives from the phage that were not from Catarrhini superhosts; small sample sizes precluded an examination at a finer taxonomic resolution.

To analyze the phages of the Amboseli baboons, we dropped all representatives from the wild primate and human phylogenies that were not from the baboons. We then compared the pairwise distance between sequences from group members and nongroup members using categorical Mantel tests.

In addition, we compared the pairwise distance between sequences with the pairwise relatedness estimators of the baboon samples in each phage phylogeny.

Visualization of phylogenies were created using the ggtree package (50); host and phage phylogenies were handled in R with functions in the packages ape (49) and phytools (51).

**Generation of Bacterial Community Matrix.** Amplicon sequencing data were processed using the dadalib library for R following the recommendations of the developer (52), adjusting trimming parameters to 230 bp and 180 bp for the forward and reverse read, respectively, to fit the V1-V2 (27F-338R) 16S rRNA gene amplicon. Taxonomic annotations were performed using the Bayesian classifier and the Ribosomal Database Project database release version 16. To control for potential differences in sampling effort, we rarified to the smallest number of reads in a sample (9,247 reads) and then considered the presence–absence of bacterial oligotypes to create a dataset with a comparable number to the phage data. For each superhost taxon, we then reduced to generate. From the baboon dataset, we considered the presence or absence of bacterial species as estimated with MetaPhlAn 2.0 (elfie-05224-sup2p-v2; ref. 12); this represents a coarser taxonomic resolution than was possible for the oligotyping approach performed on great ape and human samples.

**Statistical Analysis Examining the Relationship between Bacterial Communities and Phage Communities.** Only a single sample per individual was included in this dataset. For species with taxonomic groups of samples we estimated the bacterial community similarity based on this presence–absence data (Sørensen’s dissimilarity calculated with the vegdist function in the vegan R package) with the phage community similarity based on presence–absence data (also Sørensen’s dissimilarity calculated with the vegdist function), using Mantel tests.

**Assessing Comparability of Data.** To assess the comparability of publicly available shotgun metagenomes and the reads generated as part of this study, which were generated in different laboratories and with samples stored in different ways, we first extracted a subset of reads ($n = 5,000,000$ read pairs) from each shotgun metagenome with seqtk (https://github.com/fsh3seqtk). We mapped these subsampled reads to the superhost’s mitochondrial genome using BWA mem (min. seed length = 40) and sorted the mapping files with the SortSam tool in the Picard suite (18) retained reads with a MAPQ score $>30$ (46). We then calculated insert sizes with the function CollectInsertSizeMetrics in the Picard suite (18). We find no major differences in insert sizes based on the laboratory generating the reads or storage method ($\bar{x}_{\text{Kanto et al., 2019}} = 204.8$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Amboseli et al., 2019}} = 230.8$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Kiel snap frozen}} = 248.2$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Tung et al., 2015}} = 237.7$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Amboseli et al., 2019}} = 186$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Kiel RNAlater}} = 204$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Kiel RNAlater}} = 172$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Kiel snap frozen}} = 218$ bp; $\bar{x}_{\text{Tung et al., 2015}} = 239$ bp; SI Appendix, Fig. S8).

**Data Availability.** The data supporting the conclusions of this article are available in the supporting information, with the exception of the larger files that are available through the Zenodo open-access repository (https://zenodo.org/record/4641870). Code for quality control and assembly of contigs is available here: https://github.com/mruhleihmann/metagenome_preproc/blob/master/qc_and_assemble_slurm. All sequences generated as part of this study have been uploaded to the project accession number PRJNA692042. Data from previously published work are available through project accession number PRJNA271618 and ER104379.
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